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NS481/581 - NSSI
Field Techniques in Fluvial Analysis - Helmick Park Field Trip
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INTRODUCTION

Rivers represent the primary conduits for surface drainage on the earth.  Fluvial systems are efficient plumbing
mechanisms that transport water and sediment.  The kinetic energy of the system is driven by gravity and climate, with
work completed in the form of erosion and transportation.

The amount of water a stream is carrying, or its discharge, is important for a number of reasons.  The discharge
may be used for domestic/industrial water supplies, agricultural irrigation, sewage disposal, or transportation. 
Knowledge of flood history is also vital for appropriate landuse planning and hazards mitigation.  The U.S. Geological
Survey has established over 9000 stream gaging stations across the country to collect vital river discharge information. 
In addition, many other streams are monitored by agencies such as the Natural Resources Conservation Service, Forest
Service, and local water-management organizations.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this exercise is to make basic field observations at a local stretch of river in the Upper
Willamette watershed.  We will visit the Luckiamute River, near Helmick State Park, to learn the basic
principles of fluvial hydrology and flood analysis.  The goals of this exercise are to:

1) Determine a spot discharge for the Luckiamute using basic channel geometry and the continuity equation for
rivers.

2) Construct a transverse profile for the Luckiamute channel system where it crosses the iron bridge at Helmick
Rd and Helmick State Park.

3) Compare calculated spot discharge and flood discharge values with historical discharge data collected at a
USGS gaging station.

4) Classify the Luckiamute according to its channel characteristics, and

5) Make some basic observations with respect to past flood activity at Helmick State Park and long-term
evolution of the Upper Willamette watershed.

The field trip will provide an opportunity for data collection.  Analysis will be conducted back at the classroom.

FIELD PROCEDURES

Task 1 - Wader-Team (Yes in the water!)

1) Stretch a tape across the active channel of the Luckiamute.  Using a jacob's staff, measure the depth of the
water at 0.5 - 1.0 m increments across the channel (See Figure 1).  Record data, sketch the field layout and
note which direction the river is flowing (looking upstream or downstream).
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2) At the same stations in (1) above, determine the velocity of surface flow by using the "float" method.

A) Stretch two ropes across the channel at a known down-channel distance (e.g. 5 m between ropes).

B) Drop a fishing bobber or leaf in the stream, measure the time of travel between the two obervation
points.  Try to make a set of observations at each depth station.

1) Calculate stream velocity V = Distance/time (m/sec)

Record all data in table format.  We will later use this data to calculate spot discharge.

Task 2: Roughness and Slope Estimates

Roughness is a measure of the variability of the channel bed.  Roughness factors provide resistance in the form of
friction and have an influence on velocity and discharge.

3) Using the roughness field guides shown in Table 1, estimate the roughness of the Luckiamute valley bottom

A) for the active channel that Team 2 is playing in, and

B) for the total valley bottom beneath the bridge deck.

4) Using the Monmouth-Quad topo sheet, calculate a stream gradient for the Luckiamute in this stretch of the
river.  Use two contour intervals above and below the bridge to make an average estimate of channel slope.

5) Using the Rosgen River classification guide shown in Figure 2, classify this stretch of the Luckiamute
according to channel pattern and slope.

Record all observations and make sketches as necessary.

Task 3: Paleoflood Analysts / Sedimentologists

6) With the instructor's help, identify evidence of flood history in this part of the Luckiamute.  Look for:

a) fresh, unvegetated sediment
b) damaged vegetation / scarred bark
c) stunted or deformed vegetation
d) tilted trees
e) floodplain deposits
f) shrubs / disturbed vegetative zones.
g) flotsam / cultural objects

7) Make some observations of the type of sediment that the Luckiamute is transporting.  Look in the active
channel and cuts in the channel banks.  Try to estimate relative percentages of: clay, silt, sand, gravel, woody
debris.
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A) Collect some channel and channel bank samples for later grain size analysis in the lab.

Record all observations, field sketches will be very helpful later.

Task 4: Farm Fields Just South of Helmick State Park

8) Make observations regarding variation in surface topography, slope, and land elevations.  Record your
observations.

9) Collect soil samples using the buck auger at various topographic positions.  Using the grain size and
geotechnical charts, determine the type of material that comprises the deposits.

10) Make some general hypotheses regarding geomorphic surfaces adjacent to the Luckiamute River.  Think in
terms of landform, process, and age of surfaces.




















